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Major holidays and all the seasons are the focus of more than 450 paper crafted cards, gift bags,

boxes, wall hangings, mini albums, journals, frames, party d'cor and more. This jumbo book from

the editors of Paper Crafts magazine has hundreds of ideas for not only Christmas, Valentine's Day,

and Halloween, but also Easter, Thanksgiving, and New Year celebrations. Seasonal themes

(spring, summer, fall, and winter) are also covered, plus a special section with ideas to show

patriotic pride. Holiday paper crafting has come a long way in the past decade, due in large part to

the wide variety of themed products available and the development of clever new techniques and

paper crafting tools.
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As the most popular paper crafting publication on the newsstand today, Paper Crafts magazine is

known for providing fresh and creative paper crafted projects in a wide variety of styles. From cards

that can be made in five steps or less to party ensembles that make any occasion festive, the

editors skillfully select the paper inspiration that crafters appreciate.

I would give this book a 5 star review except for the fact that it has WAY too much Halloween crafts

and I'm not a huge Halloween person. If you get into that holiday though, this book would be a 5 star



book for you. The rest of the projects are awesome. I've already used it for inspiration several times

in my cardmaking. Well worth the money.

This would have been a 5 star except the book bind is coming undone. I just opened this package

late last night, and as I was looking through the pages, I noticed that there was some separation

from the binding. I would return, but its too much of a hassle. I usually am so happy with 's books,

but this time it's a disappointment. I've purchased about 7 crafting books, a ton of decorating and

organizing books, and recipe books. Though this craft book contains so many cute ideas, the

binding was the only disappointment.

This is a great book, chock full of current ideas and pictures.

Thank you

This book was well worth the money as it has great ideas for all occasions. Anything from Paper

Crafts is very informative and it helps me to get a head start on holiday projects and add my own

personal touch. I highly recommend this to anyone who likes to do paper crafting.

Lots of god ideas, but not enough information on products used in individual projects.Pretty to look

at, well laid out but then, it's just an IDEA book.

I've done this one before, I liked the book. My expectations were not quite right, but that has nothing

to do with the book.

As a paper crafts subscriber, I have all of these designs. Not all in one book, but in all the issues. If

you are not a subscriber, great buy!!! Their designs are great and instructions easy to follow!!
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